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AILING small single-man
Finns in the Olympics is very
different from those big
yachts which, with their mechanical
winches, require very little strain.
What. I do requires quite different
strength.
.
The _w·a y you move your body dictates how the boat goes through the
waves: ·'· . ..
: .. You,hook your feet under a strap
andJean. out to counteract the force
ofthe·wind, which means you have to
be:quite athletic.
You need a very strong lower
back, stomach and legs. I'm in no
danger of winning a body beautiful
competition, but I have a lot of ·
strength in my lower body.
You also have to be .a certain
weight in this category of racing,
usually about 93 to 98 kilograms, because it's a big sail for one person to
control.
I'm actually underweight at 88
kilograms, which can be a disadvantage in strong winds.
~ But my strong ,wind speed-is very
1 good so I'm not too perturbed.
'1
I'm also taller than average which
helps when "hiking" or leaning out.
i I've sailed since I was very young,
! and have raced around the world, in\ eluding taking part in the last
Olympics, which was a terrific learn'ing curve.
I've been home from racing overseas for a month now, and will be
travelling again at the beginning of
next year.
Racing in international regattas
brings good experience, especially
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ics.
pie Regatta in Atlanta
series will take place
days and consist of 12
races, two a ay and each two and a
half hours lo g, so it's a long day longer than sounds.
You have o be out in the water at
least 90 mi utes before the race
starts so yo can get the feel of the
conditions, e winds, the currents
and so on, a d become relaxed and
confident wi the conditions.
Being we prepared and aerobically fit help relieve the stress from
what is a very high-pressured
event.
You also n the risk of dehydration from bei gout in the sun all day.
So, I don't leave anything to chance.
I take lots o· vitamins, work out at
the gym eve1~ day and sail for about
two and a h'f hours a day.
Being a vegetarian - I eat nothing
with a face ....L can make life difficult
overseas, es ecially as we usually
have to prepare our own food every
morning before we go out.

I eat lots of soya, pot toes, pasta,
and vegetables. I'm a h peless cook
but they're all easy en gh to whip
up.
Sunblock is essential n my life. I
never go anywhere wit ut it.
When I was racing in ustralia recently I noticed the hug awareness
campaign they have the e regarding
cancer and the sun.
As I've grown older, 've become
really careful about ot getting
burned or peeling.
You also have to wea sunglasses
when the wind is light to edium, but
if it blows any harder yo have problems with the spray obl uring your
vision. ·
Sailing is a very heal y pastime.
You're out in the fresh ir for long
periods of time, and you really have
to become one with your t oat and the
ocean.
Imagine it not as an in nimate object but as a dolphin tleneath you
playing in the water. You've got to
move with the waves.
The most important part of any
I
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preparation for racing is mental - if your
mind is right everything else follows automat!cally.
I never get stressed during a race,

which is a big advantage.
And also, I'm always having fun, which
helps you to stay focused and to do well.
It's all a question of attitude.

